


Idioms Intermediate 01 | Happiness and  
Sadness
1. Correct the mistakes in these idioms.

A. The child was thrilled for bits to have her photo in the paper.

B. I felt as if I was floating in air as I ran down the fill into his arms.

C. Why does Marti look so out of sort today?

D. Don't make such a fuss. It's not the finish of the world!

E. Your telephone call has really done my day!

F. Jill said she was on cloud seven and Jack agreed that he was in ninth heaven.

G. Why does Mark always have to be such a miserable guts?

H. Stereotypically, happy footballers say that they are over the sun.

2. Answer these questions.

A. Would a piece of good news or a piece of bad news be more likely to make your day?

B. If you got top marks in an exam, would you feel down in the dumps?

C. Are people more likely to get a kick out of hot-air ballooning or cleaning their boots?
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D. Do you have to grin and bear it when you are happy or unhappy about something that has
happened?

E. If you are at someone's birthday party, what would be more likely to put a damper on the
event - news of the illness of a close friend or a heavy shower of rain?

F. Do people usually enjoy or not enjoy being in the company of a misery guts?

G. You have a beautiful new sports car that a colleague is rather envious of. What is your
colleague more likely to say out of sour grapes? 'I love its green color!' or 'Of course, that
model is very unreliable!'

H. A damper is literally a thing put on piano strings to make the sound less loud. How does
knowing this help you to understand the idiom using the word damper?
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1. Correct the mistakes in these idioms.

A. The child was thrilled for bits to have her photo in the paper.

The child was thrilled to bits to have her photo in the paper.

B. I felt as if I was floating in air as I ran down the fill into his arms.

I felt as if I was floating on air as I ran down the fill into his arms.

C. Why does Marti look so out of sort today?

Why does Marti look so out of sorts today?

D. Don't make such a fuss. It's not the finish of the world!

Don't make such a fuss. It's not the end of the world!

E. Your telephone call has really done my day!

Your telephone call has really made my day!

F. Jill said she was on cloud seven and Jack agreed that he was in ninth heaven.

Jill said she was on cloud nine and Jack agreed that he was in seventh heaven.

G. Why does Mark always have to be such a miserable guts?

Why does Mark always have to be such a misery guts?

H. Stereotypically, happy footballers say that they are over the sun.

Stereotypically, happy footballers say that they are over the moon.

2. Answer these questions.

A. Would a piece of good news or a piece of bad news be more likely to make your day?

Good news - if something makes your day, it makes you feel happy.

B. If you got top marks in an exam, would you feel down in the dumps?

No - down in the dumps means miserable.

C. Are people more likely to get a kick out of hot-air ballooning or cleaning their boots?

Hot-air ballooning - boot cleaning is not something that many people find exciting.
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D. Do you have to grin and bear it when you are happy or unhappy about something that has
happened?

Unhappy - when you grin and bear it, you try to make the best of a situation that you are

not happy with.

E. If you are at someone's birthday party, what would be more likely to put a damper on the
event - news of the illness of a close friend or a heavy shower of rain?

News of the illness of a close friend. A heavy shower of rain might make you damp (wet),

but it wouldn't put a damper on the event.

F. Do people usually enjoy or not enjoy being in the company of a misery guts?

No one enjoys the company of a misery guts - being with a miserable person can make you

feel miserable too.

G. You have a beautiful new sports car that a colleague is rather envious of. What is your
colleague more likely to say out of sour grapes? 'I love its green color!' or 'Of course, that
model is very unreliable!'

'Of course, that model is very unreliable!' is the sort of unpleasant remark that someone

might make out of sour grapes.

H. A damper is literally a thing put on piano strings to make the sound less loud. How does
knowing this help you to understand the idiom using the word damper?

Just as a damper makes a piano quieter, so something that puts a damper on an event

quietens it down, makes it less fun.
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1. A. The child was thrilled to bits to have her photo in the paper.

B. I felt as if I was floating on air as I ran down the fill into his arms.

C. Why does Marti look so out of sorts today?

D. Don't make such a fuss. It's not the end of the world!

E. Your telephone call has really made my day!

F. Jill said she was on cloud nine and Jack agreed that he was in seventh heaven.

G. Why does Mark always have to be such a misery guts?

H. Stereotypically, happy footballers say that they are over the moon.

2. A. Good news - if something makes your day, it makes you feel happy.

B. No - down in the dumps means miserable.

C. Hot-air ballooning - boot cleaning is not something that many people find exciting.

D. Unhappy - when you grin and bear it, you try to make the best of a situation that you are

not happy with.

E. News of the illness of a close friend. A heavy shower of rain might make you damp

(wet), but it wouldn't put a damper on the event.

F. No one enjoys the company of a misery guts - being with a miserable person can make

you feel miserable too.

G. 'Of course, that model is very unreliable!' is the sort of unpleasant remark that someone

might make out of sour grapes.

H. Just as a damper makes a piano quieter, so something that puts a damper on an event

quietens it down, makes it less fun.
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